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摘  要 




































The first chapter discusses body research in Philosophy、Anthropology、
Sociology、Post-Modernity、Consumer Culture and Feminism, and so on. Based on 
this, the second chapter proposes that whether we can lead the body into theatre 
research? And the answer is yes. Then, this thesis focuses on sensibility which has 
been excellently discussed by Susan Sontag. However, in our daily life, people’s 
sensibility has been less and less. This status mainly reflects in body and space 
experience. 
From the point of view, this paper has a conclusion that lots of theatre 
conceptions before 20th century have the intention of weakening the audience’s 
sensibility, while those after 20th century want to retrieve it. Discussing theatre 
conceptions of “Poetik”、“Renaissance” and “Naturalism” separately, chapter IV、V 
and VI presentes the process how the audience’s sensibility has been weakened. 
The third part studies various attempts of solving that situation: Gordon Craig’s 
thoughts of space are inpire,but just have a problem which we called “Scenery 
Pressing ”; Peter Brook tells us theatre is an art of human beings, thus, body was the 
most important factor in the theatre; Antonin Artaud’s and Jerzy Grotowski’s 
perspectives both indicates sensibility is about body and spirit; Bertolt Brecht and 
Augusto Boal’s Political Theatre Theories give another way for this research; As a 
summary, the 10th chapter deals with Richard Schechner’s Environmental Theater 
Theory, for this theory includes the solving ways we discussed before. 
This thesis is not only studying theatre theories, but also wants to propose an 
opinion that people should get back the sensibility which we have lost in our daily 
life. 
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